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	A global perspective on the management and prevention of emerging and re-emerging diseases


	Emerging infectious diseases are newly identified or otherwise previously unknown infections that cause public health challenges. Re-emerging infectious diseases are due to both the reappearance of and an increase in the number of infections from a disease that is known, but which had formerly caused so few infections that it was no longer considered a public health problem. The factors that cause the emergence or re-emergence of a disease are diverse.


	This book takes a look at the world's emerging and re-emerging diseases. It covers the diagnosis, therapy, prevention, and control of a variety of individual diseases, and examines the social and behavioral issues that could contribute to epidemics. Each chapter focuses on an individual disease and provides scientific background and social history as well as the current basics of infection, epidemiology, and control.


	Emerging Epidemics: Management and Control offers five topics of coverage:


	FUNDAMENTALS

	
		Epidemics fundamentals
	
		Disasters and epidemics
	
		Biosafety



	RE-EMERGING EPIDEMICS

	
		Tuberculosis
	
		Plague



	NEWLY EMERGING EPIDEMICS

	
		Leptospirosis
	
		Dengue
	
		Japanese Encephalitis
	
		Chikungunya Fever
	
		West Nile Virus
	
		Chandipura Virus Encephalitis
	
		Kyasanur Forest Disease
	
		Hantavirus
	
		Human, Avian, and Swine Influenza
	
		Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
	
		Nipah Virus
	
		Paragonimiasis
	
		Melioidosis



	POTENTIAL EPIDEMICS

	
		Biowarfare and bioterrorism
	
		Food contamination and food terrorism
	
		Antimicrobial resistance



	VECTOR CONTROL METHODS

	
		Mosquito control
	
		Other disease vectors and their control



	Offering an integrated, worldwide overview of the complexity of the epidemiology of infections, Emerging Epidemics will be a valuable resource for students, physicians, and scientists working in veterinary, medical, and the pharmaceutical sciences.
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Practical Informatics for Cytopathology (Essentials in Cytopathology)Springer, 2014

	This book provides users with a solid, comprehensive foundation and practical working knowledge of pathology informatics. It offers succinct information on basic computing and laboratory information systems applied specifically to the field of cytopathology.
...
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Electrical Circuit Theory and Technology, Second Edition: Revised editionNewnes, 2003

	Electrical Circuit Theory and Technology is a fully comprehensive text for courses in electrical and electronic principles, circuit theory and electrical technology. The coverage takes students from the fundamentals of the subject, to the completion of a first year degree level course. Thus, this book is ideal for students studying...
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Dreamweaver CS6: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Websites evolve every year, growing in scope and complexity, with new
	
		features popping up to make sites look and work ever better. Even people
	
		building personal sites use various programming languages and server
	
		technologies to dish up content.
	


	
		Throughout its history, Dreamweaver has managed to...
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Public Speaking Success in 20 Minutes a DayLearning Express, 2010

	Public speaking is considered one of the highest causes of fear and stress for most people, yet it is practically unavoidable over the course of a lifetime. Weddings, religious occasions, funerals, banquets, sales presentations-these are just a few of the situations which require people to share words with a large group. This guide, a new...
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Variation-Aware Adaptive Voltage Scaling for Digital CMOS Circuits (Springer Series in Advanced Microelectronics)Springer, 2013

	Increasing performance demands in integrated circuits, together with limited energy budgets, force IC designers to find new ways of saving power. One innovative way is the presented adaptive voltage scaling scheme, which tunes the supply voltage according to the present process, voltage and temperature variations as well as aging. The voltage...
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Biology of the Fungal Cell (The Mycota)Springer, 2019

	
		This volume provides a detailed look at various biochemical and developmental aspects of fungal cell biology, and offers extensive information on model organisms of filamentous fungi, such as Aspergillus, and yeasts, such as Saccharomyces, while also highlighting molecular differences between ascomycetes and...
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